
Italian Language and Culture, 2 week programme in Firenze

Sample

Monday
0830  assessment test. A friendly interview with a teacher to ensure you join the most appropriate 
language class for your level of knowledge and experience. 16.00 What, where and how.  A 
teacher led orientation walk in town. Welcome party.

Tuesday 
16.30 at the school. 
Guided visit.  Florence and the splendour of Renaissance. 

Friday: 
14.30 Food in painting : A journey from the Renaissance to the present day : an intriguing and 
provocative visit of one of the most fabulous art museum in the world the Uffizi Gallery.  
Quote € 8

Saturday 
Excursion: Lucca,  The city as seen from its walls 
A walk while talking about Lucca and its structure, its history and geographical position. Lucca's 
intact sixteenth century city walls are unique and form an impressive part of a green belt 
surrounding the historic centre. 

Monday 
15.00   The tuscan art of landscaping. Once over the  Ponte Vecchio, a different Florence reveals 
itself, quieter and greener … and unknown  Visit at Giardino dei Boboli and Giardino Bardini: a 
garden with a breathtaking View. 
Quote € 10

Tuesday 
15.00  Guided visit. The brethtaking view from above: The Dome and the Giotto Tower. 
Quote € 15

Thursday 
15.00 From Piazzale Michelangelo strolling down to the river Arno and to the Uffizi Gallery: an 
open-air exhibition with symbols of ancient and modern Italian and European culture in every nook.

BUON LAVORO E BUON DIVERTIMENTO al CENTRO KOINE' a FIRENZE!!!

Book at worldwide lowest price at:
https://www.languagecourse.net/ru/school-centro-koine-florence.php3
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